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FAQ FOR CUSTOMS RECORDATION IN CHINA 
 
l General Introduction 
 
China Customs has two kinds of systems to protect the legal Intellectual Property Right (IPR) at the 
country border, i.e. passive protection system and active protection system. 
 
Under the passive protection system, China Customs will not take pertinent actions when finding 
the suspected infringing goods. If the owner of IPR enjoying protection in China finds that the 
infringing goods are about to import/export into/out of China by himself, he is entitled to apply for 
detaining the suspected infringing goods to China Customs. And the Customs will accept the 
application providing that the owner is able to provide (1) photocopy of Identification Card of a 
natural person or Certificate of Incorporation of a company; (2) IPR Certificate; (3) sufficient 
evidence showing that the goods applied for detaining is about to import/export and constitute 
infringement upon IPR; (4) guarantee equal to the value of the suspected infringing goods. 
 
However, after the detaining of the goods by the Customs, the owner shall immediately initiate the 
court action against the infringing goods, including application for injunction or property 
preservation. Otherwise, the Customs will release the goods if it does not receive the notification of 
assistance from the court within 20 working days from the date of detaining the infringing goods. 
 
Therefore, the IPR owner is recommended to file the application for Customs Recordation of IPR to 
China Customs, which enables the owner to utilize the active protection system to stop the 
infringing goods from importing/exporting into/out of China by the state power. 
 
l Advantages 
 
Customs Recordation does play a strategic role in enforcing IPR in China, acting as the efficient 
vehicle to fight against the infringing goods for protection at the country border. After the IPR is 
recorded at China Customs, the active protection system is initiated accordingly. In detail, when 
finding out the suspected infringing goods upon the recorded IPR, the Customs will immediately 
seize the same and notify the recorded Registrant. And the Customs has the power to decide 
whether the seized goods constitute infringement upon the recorded IPR without court action. The 
Registrant may initiate the court action for alternative protection if the Customs cannot decide 
whether the detained goods constitute the recorded IPR. 
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l Scope 
 
According to the Regulations of the People’s Republic of China Governing Customs Protection of 
Intellectual Property Rights, the following IPRs are entitled to apply for Customs Recordation for 
protection: 
 
(1) Trademarks approved for registration by China Trademark Office (CTMO) (except the service 
trademarks); 
(2) Trademarks of international registration extended to China (except the service trademarks); 
(3) Patents of invention, designs and utility models granted by China State Intellectual Property 
Office (CSIPO) (including the previous China Patent Office); 
(4) Copyright and the related rights therewith enjoyed by citizens or entities in the member 
countries under Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works. 
 
In all, Customs Recordation refer to the IPR, which enjoys the protection under China laws and 
regulations, including trademark right, patent right, and copyright and the related right therewith. 
 
l Documents 
 
1) Necessary Documents 
 
(1) Photocopy of Identification Card of a natural person or Certificate of Incorporation of a 
company; 
 
(2) IPR Certificate: 
 
- Trademarks: photocopy of Registration Certificate issued by CTMO, and Certificate of Renewal, 
Assignment and Change of Name/Address of the trademark if any; 
 
- Patents: photocopy of Certificate of Patent. For patent of utility models, photocopy of Research 
Report of Utility Model is also needed, and for patent of design, photocopy of Publication of Patent 
of Design is also needed. In addition, if the receipt date of the application for Customs Recordation 
at China Customs is one year later the publication date of the patent, including invention, utility 
model and design, the Patent Registration Book, which is issued within six months before the 
recordation application, is also necessary; 
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- Copyrights: A: registered copyright: photocopy of the Certificate of Voluntary Registration and 
photos of works which is attested by the copyright registration office; B: unregistered copyright: 
samples of copyright works and other pertinent evidence. 
 
(3) Power of Attorney signed by the owner of IPR. 
 
2) Selective Documents 
 
The IPR owner can also choose to submit the following documents for better understanding of the 
Customs when applying for Customs Recordation: 
 
(1) Photos or samples of the legal goods and packages; 
(2) Information of the known infringing importing/exporting goods and pertinent evidence; 
(3) Documents regarding the licensing situation of the IPR, such as photocopies of License 
Contracts or a list of necessary licensing information, including licensees, licensing contents and 
licensing period; 
(4) Any other documents. 
 
l Validity Period 
 
The period of validity shall be ten years for Customs Recordation, counted from the date of 
approval by the General Administration of Customs Office in China. 
 
Further validity terms of ten years may be obtained upon renewal application within six month prior 
to the expiration date of Recordation, and there is no grace period for the renewal application after 
the expiration date. Meanwhile, the Customs Recordation shall expire automatically when the IPR 
owns no protection under the laws and regulations in China. 
 
l Procedures 
 
(1) The Customs will immediately notify the Registrant of recorded IPR in written form when 
suspected infringing goods are found; 
 (2) The Registrant shall response to the Customs’ notification within 3 working days from the 
receipt date: 
 
- If the Registrant considers the goods constitute infringement upon his IPR and wishes the Customs 
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to detain the goods, he shall submit the application for detaining in written form to the Customs and 
provide guarantees according to the value of the detained goods; 
 
- If the Registrant does not consider the goods constitute infringement upon his IPR or does not 
wish the Customs to detain the goods, he shall submit a statement in written form for explanation. 
 
(3) The Registrant may check the suspected infringing goods under permission of the Customs; 
(4) Upon receiving the application and guarantee provided by the Registrant, the Customs will 
detain the suspected infringing goods and conduct the investigation; 
(5) The Customs will notify the Registrant whether the goods constitutes infringement upon the 
recorded IPR or that the Customs is not able to decide the infringement is constituted, within 30 
working days from the date of detaining the suspected infringing goods; 
(6) If the Customs decides the infringement is constituted, the detained goods shall be duly 
confiscated and disposed afterwards. 
 
l Disposal of the Detained Infringing Goods 
 
If the Customs decides that the detained goods constitute infringement upon the recorded IPR, the 
Customs has the power to: 
 
(1) Confiscate the infringing goods; 
(2) Transfer the confiscated infringing goods to commonweal institutes if the goods can be used for 
social commonweal; 
(3) Assign the confiscated infringing goods to the IPR owner upon paying consideration, if the 
owner wishes to purchase the goods 
(4) Auction the confiscated infringing goods after removing the infringing characteristics if the 
goods 
4 cannot be used for social commonweal and the IPR owner does not wish to purchase the goods; 
(5) Destroy the confiscated infringing goods if the infringing characteristics cannot be removed and 
the goods cannot be used for social commonweal and the Intellectual Property owner does not wish 
to purchase the goods. 
 
l Guarantee 
 
In the Customs Recordation, guarantee refers to the cash, guarantee letter issued by bank or 
non-financial entity. 
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The guarantee mainly aims to show that the Registrant has the ability to afford the losses suffered 
by the exporter/importer providing that the goods constitute no infringement upon the recorded IPR. 
However, there exists little possibility for such a case because the Registrant is entitled to confirm 
whether the goods are counterfeit or not. Meanwhile, the guarantee also makes the Customs 
understood that the Registrant is able to pay the reasonable costs for storage, keeping and likewise, 
which would occur during the process of disposal of the infringing goods after the Customs finally 
confiscates the same. 
 
The amount of guarantee depends on the value of the suspected infringing goods, which is applied 
for detaining at Customs. The detail is enumerated as below: 
 
(1) If the value of the suspected infringing goods is less than RMB20,000 (USD2,500), the amount 
of the guarantee shall be equal to the same amount; 
(2) If the value of the suspected infringing goods is ranged from RMB20,000 to RMB200,000 (from 
USD2,500 to USD25,000), the amount of the guarantee shall be 50% of the same, and more than 
RMB20,000 (USD2,500) simultaneously; 
(3) If the value of the suspected infringing goods is more than RMB200,000 (USD25,000), the 
amount of the guarantee shall be RMB100,000 (USD12,500). 
 
If agreed, the Registrant can provide a general guarantee at Customs, which shall be more than 
RMB200,000 (USD25,000). 
 
After the Customs completely disposes of the confiscated infringing goods, the guarantee shall be 
returned to the Registrant, minus the reasonable total costs involved in the process including storage, 
keeping and disposal. In this connection, the period to obtain the guarantee back depends on the 
complexity of disposal. 
 
Generally speaking, it takes around one year for the Customs to finish disposing of the confiscated 
goods and return the guarantee. 
 
l Time 
 
The China Customs normally issue the decision on approval of the application for Customs 
Recordation within 30 days from the date of receiving the application, and notify the Registrant of 
the same in written form.  
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